This paper introduces a new method which can detect singularity of harmonics in power system, and combining the wavelet transform with Fourier transform to give full play their advantages, commonly detect and analyse the harmonic in power system . Firstly, using the wavelet transform to analyze the high frequency components of the signals, and determine the signal catastrophe point and occurring time and amplitude of high frequency harmonic oscillation, then analyze the low frequency component by FFT , and require the harmonics parameters. This paper gives the harmonic detection scheme which combines wavelet transform and FFT, and simulation and analysis the harmonic wave with the singular point in power system. The simulation result is satisfied and it is validated that the proposed method has the good analytical capability of unstable signals.
Introduction
FFT and wavelet transform have their own advantages and applicability in the harmonic analysis, FFT is a kind of traditional algorithm in the harmonic detection, and has a strong theoretical basis and experience, it can pricisely set every harmonic electrical parameters of stationary signal; Wavelet transform as a new algorithm in the power system harmonic can accurately determine the mutation's moment, filter out interference signals, but can't distinguish every harmonic accurately and conveniently. So wavelet transform is lack of advantages to the parameters for power harmonic, it is apparent that wavelet transform cannot completely replace FFT. In this paper, combination the wavelet transformation and FFT, and make full play their advantages to detect harmonic together.
Harmonic detection method based on combining Wavelet transform with FFT
In the paper, we use the wavelet decomposition and reconstruction to process the high frequency and low frequency signals respectively, for the high frequency components of noise and singular information, wavelet transform can determine the signal's mutation points and occurrence time and amplitude; For the low frequency components, determine every harmonic content by FFT (low frequency signal frequency sampling theorem to meet requirements). So unite wavelet transformation and Fourier transform's, advantages ,we can not only monitor the position of the signal mutations, also, because most of the signal noise and singular have been eliminated, so interfering signal energy will not be blended into other spectrum, improve the accuracy of frequency domain analysis.
A specific plan as follows: process the signals according to the binary wavelet transform, and divide them into two parts which are high frequency and low frequency signals. The binary wavelet can keep parameters in the time domain on continuous variation, and can analyze the unsteady harmonic and transient component . For the low frequency steady signals,to compute every harmonic and get its parameters and frequency resolution with the Fourier transform. In practice, Binary dynamic sampling grid is the most common , and each grid point corresponding scale is j 2 and its translation is j 2 k, the wavelet called binary wavelet.
The sequence of function
(2) Inverter transform of above formula is:
Binary wavelet can play the role of zoom, assume a magnification which corresponds to observe one part of signal, if want to further observe smaller detail, we need to increase magnification, that is to reduce j ;Conversely, if want to know more information, reduce the magnification or increase j.
Diagram of the algorithm shown in figure 1:
This method not only can draw all kinds of transient waveforms, but also can get accurate steadystate harmonic, wavelet transform needn't to too many layers, as long as the transient component can be decomposed out.
Division of the signal frequency band based on wavelet transform
Short-term Fourier transform to division signal frequency band is linear and equal intervals, multiresolution analysis can decompose effectively the time-frequency signal, but because of its scale changes according to binary, so the frequency resolution is poorer in high frequency band, and in low frequency band its time resolution is poorer, namely signal frequency band s division is equal interval. Wavelet analysis offers a more careful analysis method for the signal, it make bands for multi-layer division, and further decomposition the high frequency component not subdivided, and according to the characteristics of the signal, choose corresponding frequency band adaptively to match the signal spectrum, so as increase the time-frequency decomposition rate.
In order to test the signal harmonic mutations, singular signal, we must determine the decomposition layers and classify the band correctly. the principle of classification Band is: try to make the signal frequency, is located in the center of the lowest subband frequency band, and limit the influence on other subband frequency band. Set the sample frequency is s f , foundamental frequency is f f , the number of the division can be obtained by taking integer from the next function :
Our AC power system is 50 HZ, and sampling frequency is 6.4 KHZ, so we can obtain the subband number. Band division is shown in the following figure , now foundamental frequency is just in the center of lowest subband. 
Examples and simulation of the power system harmonic detection
MATLAB is powerful weapons in engineer application and scientific computing areas, it not only can be used in the simulation of harmonic, also can be used to establish various signal models , here we use MATLAB to simulate power system harmonic with singular point. 
Simulation to mutation with Wavelet transform
Mutation signals can be roughly divided into two classes: edge jump and peak jump. Among them, the edge jump can be regarded as the signal stack a step function at the moment of jump, and the peak jump can be regarded as superposition pulse function when mutation. We call the signal for the moment of mutation as signal singularity,this point or derivative is discontinuous. The signal singularity and irregular mutations often have more important information, it is one of important features of signal. For example, fault usually appears as output signal mutations in fault diagnosis, thus it's very important to monitor mutations in fault diagnosis.
FFT is the basic tools to study signal's singularity, but it can only know whether there is a singular and singularity is weak or strong, not sure this singular point's distribution and the situation of singularity. Because of wavelet transform in time domain and frequency domain has good localized nature, therefore use wavelet transform to detect signal singularity is more completeness,and it is more effective to detect mutation point with wavelet transform. Figure 3 shows that the original signal and high frequency signals after reconstruction using wavelet transform: 
Simulation analysis by combining Wavelet transform and FFT
According to harmonic state in the power system, construct simulation harmonic source models as shown in figure 4 . Through extracting the current through the R1, , get high frequency and low frequency of current signals by wavelet analysis, and then process the low frequency signal by Fourier transform, finally get every harmonic parameters. Specific as follows: decomposing DB4 wavelet to five layers and reconstructing low and high frequency coefficients each layer. sampling frequency is 6.4 KHZ in this system, after reconstruction the low frequency signal a2 contains 16 and less times harmonic signals. Make a2 to FFT and get the parameters of steady-state low frequency harmonics. Figure 6 : the primitive waveform and reconstruction the low and high frequency signal waveform analysed in wavelet transform and FFT.
Conclusion
From the simulation figures with the algorithm combining wavelet transformation and FFT, we can know that original signal is divided into high frequency and low frequency components, and then analysis every harmonic of low frequency ingredients by FFT ,get every harmonic parameters, the effect is satisfied, and verify that the proposed methods have good analytical capability for the unstable signals. 
